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DISPLAYS
Pagter Innovations offers a range of 

smart displays for the optimal presen-

tation of cut flowers and potted plants. 

Using 3D animation, we visualise a shop 

layout for every outlet, that helps pro-

mote sales. 

From useful mobile elements such as 

Pico, Bali and Samos, to the infinitely 

expandable flexible Madeira system, all 

our displays are designed for maximum 

presentation on a minimum of floor 

space. Thanks to the large number of 

possibilities and combinations, you can 

configure your Pagter display to swiftly 

respond to current demand. 

In addition to our own range, we can 

also customise displays to customer 

requirements. 

Pagter displays:

- improve your sales

- have flowers ‘directly face the customer’

-  have a flexible set-up for high and low 

season

-  combine cut flowers and pot plants

-  are in stock for large and small outlets

- offer personal advice and 3D visuals

-  are very affordable

The Madeira display system consists of three basic elements:

You can combine these elements in every way that suits you to maximise the use of the available floor space.

The Proconas are slightly tilted when they are suspended in the hoops, so the flowers ‘directly face the customer.’  

You can adjust the number of cut flowers or choose a different layout for potted plants at any time, so your customers 

will always see a full display. 

Center rack 120

Center rack 120

Center rack 60  

Center rack 60  

Quad

Quad

MADEIRA

Each hoop comes with  

a price card holder.
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The overview below lists the maximum number of  

Procona containers that fits the display. If you have  

less flowers in store during a certain period, the display  

provides a solution: simply remove some of the contai-

ners and distribute the rest so your Madeira display still 

looks ‘full’. You can also choose to temporarily place 

more or fewer shelves on these displays.

The quarter-circle shape of the quad can be 

easily combined with the straight center racks  

or with additional quads. The quad also looks  

great as a stand-alone in a corner. 

Madeira center rack Madeira quad

The indicated depth only applies to the rack. The Valencia and London containers additionally point approximately 40 cm into your store. 
The Florida container approximately requires an additional 35 cm.

You can create configurations in every way you  

desire with the Madeira display. A few suggestions  

are listed below.

Note: The maximum number of Procona containers  

may differ for combined displays. Please contact us 

for a personal recommendation. 

Configurations

 60 cm 93,5 cm  93,5 cm

13
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cm

13
8 

cm

120 cm  93,5 cm

13
8 

cm

 93,5 cm

 Valencia containers (30 x 40) London containers (30 x 33) Florida containers (24 x 30)

120 cm 12 containers 16 containers 16 containers 

60 cm 8 containers 8 containers 8 containers

Madeira center rack configurations Madeira quad configurations

Valencia (30 x 40) containers London (30 x 33) containers Florida (24 x 30) containers

10 containers 13 containers  13 containers 
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The lower Procona container does not touch the floor so 

the floor can easily be kept clean.

The Trio hoop (a hoop for three containers next to each 

other) is great for a corner display. See also page 7. 

Valencia hoop London hoop Florida hoop

Both the center racks and the quads of the Madeira display can be fitted with 

shelves for potted plants. These shelves have trays with moisture-retention 

mats and can be combined with holders for Procona containers or round 

buckets. The shelves of the center racks come with price card holders.

Center rack (60 and 120 cm) with shelves for potted plants Quad display with round shelves for potted plants

 Max. number  Max. number  Max. number  Max. number  Max. number  
 Valencia hoops London hoops Florida hoops of shelves of signage holders

Center rack 60 cm 8 8 8 4 1 

Center rack 120 cm 12 16 16 4 1 

Quad 10 13 13 6 -

Plant shelves

Possibilities per Madeira frame

The hoops for the Procona containers 

can be freely placed onto the rack.  

The container is slightly tilted for  

optimal presentation. We also have 

hoops for round buckets.

Signage holder

Signage holders are available 
for the centre racks of 

120 and 60 cm.

Use the Trio hoop to create  
the perfect display, even in  
inconvenient corners.

Trio hoop
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The Pico enables you to present a lot of flowers 

on a small surface area. The flowers in the 

display directly face the customer. The sturdy 

display has 4 wheels and can easily be moved. 

The display consists of a single rack that can  

be set up and disassembled in just a few simple 

steps. It accommodates up to 4 Procona  

containers (all models) and round buckets.

Another display that is extremely compact and 

easy to move is the Bali display. The Bali display 

can accommodate six Procona containers (all 

models) or round buckets with flowers. With 

the matching shelves, the Bali display is easy 

to set up for potted plants or a combination 

of flowers and plants. In other words: it offers 

maximum flexibility! 

PICO BALI

 34 cm 68 cm

10
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cm

14
2 

cm

60 cm

10
2 

cm

68 cm

The indicated depth only applies to the rack. The Valencia and London 
containers additionally point approximately 40 cm into your store. 
The Florida container approximately requires an additional 35 cm.

The indicated depth only applies to the rack. The Valencia and London 
containers additionally point approximately 40 cm into your store. 
The Florida container approximately requires an additional 35 cm.
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The Samos display can accommodate four 

Valencia or London containers or six Florida 

containers. It is also possible to place shelves 

for potted plants on the display. The shelves 

can be combined with the Procona contai-

ners. This makes the Samos display suitable 

for cut flowers, potted plants, or a combina-

tion of both.

The Procona containers are slightly tilted in 

the display, creating a beautiful presentation 

of flowers. The display comes with four 

wheels and a promotion holder. The Samos 

display is supplied in a flat box and is easy 

to assemble. You can personalise the Samos 

display with a design for side panels. 

Samos with potted plants  
and  2 Valencia containers

Samos with 
4 London containers

Samos with  
6 Florida containers

Samos with 
4 Valencia containers

Samos with 
4 London containers

Samos with 
6 Florida containers

SAMOS

60,5 cm
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0 

cm

17
5 

cm

85 cm

The Ibiza display has three universal holders, 

allowing you to use all sizes of Procona  

containers. Thanks to the two wheels at the 

rear, it can easily be moved. The Ibiza display  

is unassembled when delivered and is easy  

to assemble. 
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SCALE  1:10

Florida containers London containers Valencia containers

IBIZA
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Pagter Innovations B.V.

Visiting address: Vaartveld 14

4704 SE Roosendaal

The Netherlands

Postal address: PO Box 1139

4700 BC Roosendaal

The Netherlands

T + 31 (0) 165 39 55 00

F + 31 (0) 165 39 56 56

E info@pagter.com

Pagter Innovations, Inc.

914 Marcon Blvd, Suite 105 

Allentown, PA 18109

United States of America

T +1 (610) 264 1711

F +1 (610) 264 1811

E sales.na@pagter.com

Headoffice Sales office USA


